Joseph Chambers
Willing To Relocate | (619) 928-5285 | joseph@michael-chambers.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/josephmchambers
PROFILE

E

React, and Node Developer

Currently working and building Web Applications with React. I'm a result driven, and
raising the bar in development through the collaboration of management teams to build
bigger ideas. Extensive experience in digital marketing space and product development
provides you with creative entrepreneurial solutions.

⇢

React

⇢

TECHNICAL

S

SKILLS & INTERESTS
⇢

MySQL

Node

⇢

MongoDB

⇢

GraphQL

⇢

AWS

⇢

SCSS

⇢

Python

PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE

S

JavaScript Developer, Alio IT Solutions - Oct/2017 - May/2018 - Hermosillo, Sonora

In this role I've worked on a few project projects for the Alio's customer Claim Ruler.
I worked on a CRM for an insurance platform. Highlights:
⇢

Created an Ad Hoc Report Builder with ReactJS as the frontend, I had to build SQL
Queries based on input, and send data to the API endpoint ( api gateway/lambda
functions with python ) where I process and build a Jasper Report (SQS).

⇢

I worked on a team of two, and we created React Native Application in about 3+
weeks. Specifically I worked on creating the login to work with an existing cognito
user pool, setting up the React Native Navigation, and styling the components with
styled components.

⇢

I worked on a team of 6, and we designed, and bootstrapped an Software as a
Service CRM. Specifically I worked on designing a custom built Access Control to
dynamically build the components. After that I was mainly in charge of translating
the design from Sketch to the components.

PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE

S

Classroom Mode — Full Stack JavaScript Developer
I started contributing to open source though this project on the FreeCodeCamp
repository. I’ve worked on restructuring the codebase, worked on creating and fixing
tests. I’ve worked on both the frontend and backend here. I’ve gained the respect of
the developer team, and gained write access.
Tools: R
 eactJS, Express, Mongoose, and Jest

GiftCashing — Full Stack JavaScript Developer
The development consisted of an admin dashboard that provides users with ability
to manage gift cards and orders by being able to edit, sort and approve them.
Tools: N
 odeJS, ExpressJS, Mongoose, SCSS, Bower, gulp.js

SIDE

PROJECTS

Crypto Portfolio: An open-source platform to monitor your cryptocurrency.

S

Teaching Assistant: I participate in NodeSchool workshops where I mainly act as a TA
but also have given two workshops.
EDUCATION

2016 Free Code Camp — Front End Development Certification 2016

Free Code Camp Front End Development Program covers an estimated 500 hours of
coursework that includes HTML5, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery. This is broken up with 10
basic, intermediate, and advanced projects. As well as 16 basic algorithms, and 21
intermediate algorithms were completed.

S
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Robert Colvin - Vice President Of Software Engineering and Architecture
at ClaimRuler
Email: rcolvin@claimruler.com
“I found Joseph to be smart, savvy with strong focus and dedication to solving
problems of the business and IT at 777. He provides keen insights on code,
architecture, risk and more, while embracing best practices. Joseph has
shown incredible promise with his JavaScript skills and now Python within
(AWS) he has demonstrated an appetite to go above and beyond in meeting
business needs and requirements. Joseph would be an asset in any
organization and has earned the trust and respect of our IT team.”

Catherine Hover - Saratoga Paint & Sip, Burlington Paint & Sip Studio
Email: catherine.hover@gmail.com
“Joseph was an immense help to my business in a jam. I was referred to him
by a colleague. He made my project a priority. I was pleased with his
attention to detail and responsiveness. I highly recommend him for any of
your server administration needs.”

Steve Viesto - UI & Web Designer
Email: stephenviesto@gmail.com
“Joseph delivered a fully developed theme based off the design I provided
him with. He is extremely easy to work with and reliable. Joseph went above
and beyond to communicate and was flexible during the entire process. I
would recommend him and will definitely be working more with him in the
future!”

